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editorial
You have probably read me mentioning my “quest” before. It began
when I became an archery coach some
twenty years ago. After my USAA
Level 2 training, I was eager to learn
more, as so many are, so I went online
(today’s equivalent of going to the
library) and searched out books on
coaching archery. Not only were there
none that were current, but there hadn’t been in a long time. After years of
searching I found three books: a 1932
book which was about teaching
archery at a college, the book Teaching
Archery, which was about teaching
archery at a college, and Al
Henderson’s “other” book, Peak
Performance Archery, which was about
coaching archery ... finally. But, that
was it. Granted there were dozens of
“how to shoot” books but I was looking for books on how to coach/teach/
train people how to shoot, something
quite different.
So, to make a long story shorter, I
decided it was my job to create a coaching literature for archery coaches, so
that they would not come up dry, as I
did, when looking for advice and support. At that point in time, Archery
Focus started publishing more articles
about coaching (because I begged
many, many people for them) and I
started asking the coaches I knew to
write books on the topic. In response to
those requests for writing coaching
books, I got universal “no’s” and some
“no, thank you’s,” while being looked at
as if I were crazy. They had a point,
there wasn’t exactly a large market for
archery coaching books. But over the
last several years there has been a sig-

nificant increase in the coaching ranks
from several hundred coaches nationwide to more than two thousand. This
represents a wonderful increase in the
coaching ranks and a more sizable
market for coaching support efforts.
Still, I pitch these book projects as “pay
it forward” projects. Such books will
not make an author rich, but they will
improve the sport by improving the
quality of coaching, which then, etc.
In any case, I realized back then
that some priming of the pump was
necessary, so I took it upon myself to
write some books on coaching archery
(Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, etc.) so that prospective
authors I was pitching would not feel
like guinea pigs if they were to say “yes”
to my plea. Well, be careful what you
ask for because I am now swamped
with book projects!
I am not complaining, mind you,
just a tad overwhelmed. But enough of
my whining, how about this issue of
AFm?
I keep diverting Tom Dorigatti from
his current writings, but this time he
diverted himself. He has a review on a
new arrow fletcher that he is quite
excited about. Since we have no testing
lab, we are dependant on authors for
equipment reviews, so we jump on
every one we have an opportunity to
publish . . . if . . . if there is a benefit to
you in reading them.
Two articles I had to hold over
from the last issue are included here,
both of which I solicited and both
focus on getting things started: in this
case kids started in field archery and a

JOAD program.
We also have two articles on international competitions. Hugh Soar tells
us about the development of the organizations surrounding early attempts
last century to compete across borders,
efforts that continue today. And Randi
Smith takes us along with her, virtually
of course, as she heads for Beijing for a
world championship shoot. This will
take her more than one article I am
sure, but that just gives us something to
look forward to.
Bob Ryder has another contribution on the mental game for target
shoots of the college ilk, so we are covering almost all of the bases mentally.
Plus William Moltzan has another
contribution for Archery DIY buffs.
Finally, we published a couple of
articles back in 2006 (My Second Second
Chance by Brian J. Luke) on shooting
“fingers with palm out.” Somebody
sent me a picture of a Recurve archer
doing just that recently and I would
like to hear from this gentleman. If any
of you know of him, my email is
steve@archeryfocus.com.
Enjoy!
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season, Tom can be found either at the archery
range or out on a road bicycle or trike.

Coach Randi Smith has been the National
Para Head Coach for USA Archery since 2005
She has coached archers to five Paralympic
medals, including two Paralympic Champion
titles. A Level 5-NTS coach, she and her husband Larry own Salt Lake Archery. She has
been the head coach for the Utah Hot Shots
JOAD club since 1986. Smith has two Masters Degrees: one in educational psychology
and the other in adapted physical education;
both from the University of Utah. She is a
licensed professional counselor and therapeutic
recreation specialist.

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland and continuing to live in Scotland,
has represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better companion DVD Archery in Action. Then he
followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being a
committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does
dabble occasionally with compound bows.

Carolyn Morehouse has been teaching
archery for nearly thirty years. After retiring
from 20 years of teaching algebra, she was able
to fulfill her dream of learning to bow hunt
and has eaten two turkeys and one deer so far.
She is a USAA Level 3-NTS instructor, a
USAA Judge, and the head coach of Cherry
Valley Bowhunters Archery Club in Cherry
Valley, California, teaching beginners, training instructors for USAA, and directing a
JOAD club. Her next goal is to train to be a
Level 4 coach in October.

William Moltzan started archery 1971. “My
first bow 40# recurve Scorpion by Blackhawk.
Bought with my paper route money. Hunted
for deer 1978-1982 with Bear Magnum 70#
compound. Olympic Recurve 2005-2011.
2011-current target compound, Hoyt Contender. Build Arrows since 1980, strings,
recurve & compound since 2005. Build other
archery-related items on my lathe andmill.”

Hugh D.H. Soar is one of the world's leading
specialists in the history of traditional archery,
particularly the design and usage of the English longbow. He began a successful shooting
career over sixty years ago, gaining recognition as a Main Grade Coach. He is currently
Secretary to the Society of Archer Antiquaries
and the author of a number of important books
on traditional archery. They include: 'The
Crooked Stick – a History of the Longbow'.
'Secrets of the English War Bow' with Mark
Stretton and Joseph Gibbs. 'The Romance of
Archery - a Social History of the Longbow'.
'Straight and True - a Select history of the
Arrow' 'Shooting the Longbow', and in course
of preparation. 'The Young Archer'.
Hugh is a Member of the 'British Long
Bow Society', the 'Royal Toxophilite Society',
and the 'Mary Rose Society'. He is a Freeman
of two London Livery Companies, - The Worshipful Company of Fletchers, and the Worshipful Company of Bowyers.

Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level IV
Coach, a Recipient of the Maurice Thompson
Medal of Honor from USA Archery, a past
U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and
National Champion, past member of the US
Archery Team, National Judge, Tournament
Director for over 35 National Archery Championships, including National Indoor, Target,
and Field Championships, past Vice-President and member of the NAA Board of Governors, pats Chairman and Executive Committee Member of the College Division of the
NAA (USCA) and member of the James
Madison University Athletic Hall of Fame.
His is currently a Coach of the James Madison
University Archery Team which has produced
42 All-Americans, 16 National Champions,
23 National Team Titles and 14 World
Champions during his tenure

Tom Havel (that’s him back right) is a music
teacher, JOAD coach, former president of the
Illinois Target Archery Association (leading a
renaissance of that organization), and an
inveterate promotor of archery for kids.
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The Goat Tuff
Fletcher: A Review
by Tom Dorigatti
A Bit of Personal Historical Perspective
I have been fletching my own arrows since I started
competitive archery in 1969. I started out with a Miller
Fletcher, which is a single clamp, one feather or vane at
a time, magnetic fletcher. This fletcher would only do
the typical 3x120° fletching configuration. I have long
since lost my Miller Master Fletcher, but Steve Ruis
happened to have photos of one that he has shared with
me. The cost of this item back in 1969 was a whopping
$14.95 (in today’s dollars that would be $99.61).

The Miller Master Fletcher (Photo courtesy of Steve Ruis)

Some History Regarding Fletching Arrows
Here is some interesting modern history concerning
feathers and fletching the old uncoated, unanodized
aluminum arrows. When I started competing, nearly all
of us were shooting either Easton 24SRT-X or Easton
XX75 uncoated aluminum arrows. Shaft preparation
was critical due to the quick oxidation of the aluminum
in open air. Not only were those arrows touchy for glue
adhesion, but they made a quick mess of your hands,
too! I well remember carrying a towel with me and constantly wiping off my hands after pulling my arrows out
of the bale! Oh, but the memories of those dirty hand
days! But I deviate once again from my point.
6

I typically used “household cement,” e.g. Duco
Cement, as my glue of choice and then I decided that
I wanted to speed up the process. I started using contact cement that I purchased at the local K-Mart
store! I coated the fletching area of the arrow and the
base of the feathers with contact cement, allow the
glue to dry somewhat and then fletched the shaft
quickly and efficiently. I could fletch one arrow while
the glue was setting up for the next arrow. It wasn’t
the prettiest sight when done: the glue dried with a
yellowish color to it but it worked. I never had any
feathers come off. Cleaning the shaft for a re-fletching wasn’t all that difficult either. Using acetone to
soften the glue and then some scraping and elbow
grease and the shafts were ready to re-fletch.
My main archery supplier was Anderson Archery
out of Grand Ledge, Michigan. The cost of full length
colored feathers (you chose which color you wanted)
was, at the time $5.00 per 100 full length feathers, left
or right wing (in today’s dollars that amounts to
$31.51). Today, full length feathers are a bit more difficult to find, but the Lancaster price for Gateway 8˝-12˝
full length feathers is $46.00 for 100 feathers.
To fletch up, it was a matter of cutting the feathers
into three parts of the same length for target arrows and
two of the same length for hunting arrows. Then you
match up the widths of the bases of the feathers for each
arrow and fletch away.
Of course the next job is the untidy and odiferous
task of trimming the feathers to shape by burning away
the excess (Putrid!). There were feather cutters available,
but I much preferred burning the feathers to shape with
a Young Feather Burner (see photo below). I purchased
mine back in 1969 for something like $15. I still have
that burner today, and have used it on occasion. I honestly think I made a good investment in that Feather
Burner! Lancaster Archery’s price today for the SJM
Young Feather Burner is a whopping $199.99! Feather
Archery Focus

cutters are $42.99. Of course the other price you pay for
using a feather burner is the smell throughout your
house from the burnt feathers! My wife still complains
to high heaven when I’m burning feathers while in the
house.

other. I rarely use my helical clamps, however. I seem to
have better luck with the straight offset.

Jo-Jan Multi Fletcher with Straight Clamps

I finally changed over to shooting almost exclusively with plastic vanes on my arrows sometime around
1974. I started with PSE Pro-Fletch (PF) 180’s or PF230’s for target arrows and PF-500 for hunting arrows.
Since then, I have worked with many different brands
of vanes, from Pro-Fletch to Marco to Flex-Fletch to
what I now use, which is Vane-Tec. I might be switching to the GT OptiVane II, since they are so easy to use.
Each had/has its own characteristics as to vane preparation for gluing, vane base width (Marco offered wide
base and narrow base vanes), flexibility, and of course
their recoverability from being curled or exposed to heat
or pressure while in the case. Colors vary, and with some
vanes, the white vanes are notorious for being heavier
than their colored counterparts! Yes, I actually weigh
out my vanes and make sure that the three vanes on
each arrow do weigh the same! Not usually much of a
problem if you use the same color for all three vanes, but
there is variance in some brands with different colors of
vanes.
So why do I talk about feathers and vanes and gluing when this article is about the GT Fletcher? Well, a
lot of this is important because it involved ease of
fletching and how to accomplish more of the task in less
time and with much less effort.
Graduating to a Jo-Jan Multi-Fletcher
I finally took a deep plunge and purchased a JoJan
Multi-Fletcher and have been using that item since
early 1973. I have two of the multi-fletchers and have
right helical clamps for one and straight clamps for the
Archery Focus

The Jo-Jan has served me well and I haven’t had
major issues with the fletcher itself. It is, of course, nonmagnetic, gravity works well to keep the vane or feather down on the shaft. I am always very careful about
how I position the back edge (nearest the arrow nock)
of the vane or feather into the clamp. I am always sure
to engage the nock into the fletcher’s nock receiver
completely. I am also aware that the weight of the clamp
will displace the nock slightly so once I have the clamp
down on the shaft, I have to nudge the arrow back into
place. Setting the vane or feather into the clamp has
become a high craft, but if you don’t do it right, you will
get gaps between the vane or feather and the arrow shaft
and that doesn’t work well. I know all this from experience, so it poses little problem.
However, for me, due to an intentional tremor in
my left hand, having to hold the clamp in my right hand
and dispense glue onto the base of the vane/feather with
my very, very shaky left hand (I am left handed) has
become a huge problem. I have ruined countless shirts
by spilling glue off the side of the clamp and onto my
shirt. I have huge problems putting too much glue onto
the vane, which creates a mess onto the shaft (and the
clamp). I have avoided using fast setting gel glues
because I always, almost without fail, get too much glue
onto the vane/feather and the glue won’t set up or stick
and I end up having to start over.
Another issue with the JoJan that has always been a
problem is that once fletched, the arrow nocks were
always in the wrong orientation and required me to put
on a new nock (before the advent of Uni-bushings) or
to rotate the arrow nock to the correct orientation! In
the photo below, the arrow on the left is the vane posiContinued on Next Page
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tion prior to putting on the clamp to glue the vane to
the arrow. You can see that the clamp will go down
where it belongs for a 3x120° fletch. However when
done, the nock orientation isn’t correct for putting the
cock vane straight up for shooting off of a launcher
blade or a fall-away arrow rest. The second and third
arrows to the right (see photo below) show the correct orientation needed after fletching in order to shoot off a
launcher blade. The orientation when coming off the
fletcher isn’t going to work and it was even worse for
getting the correct orientation for the bottom vane for
shooting off a springie arrow rest (Remember, I used
“springie” as opposed to “springy” arrow rests. There is a
significant difference). In addition, I purposely put in a
large diameter arrow so you could more clearly see the
results of my shaky hand with regard to glue distribution! The two arrows on the right in the photo above
clearly show the result of the nock rotation that has to
be made after fletching on my JoJan Multi-Fletcher.
This is to shoot cock vane up to shoot off either a
launcher blade or my Hamskea Versa-Rest in fall away
mode.

Obviously, these items of concern put me out on a
hunt for a fletcher. Rotating nocks isn’t a terribly big
deal. However when I saw that lowering the arrow shaft
onto the nested vane was something that I really needed, I started investigating and seeking answers.
Having the clamp stationary would allow me to set
my shaky left hand down on the table for support rather
than taking the chance of ruining yet another shirt or
getting glue all over creation. Yes, there are countless
arrow fletchers out there that fit the bill. The Lancaster
8

Catalog has 28 different fletchers ranging in price from
$39.99 to $239.99. Brands such as Bitzenberger (many
archers still swear by this fletcher, but I’ve never owned
one), Last Chance, Bohning, Infitec, AAE, Cartel,
Arizona EZ Fletchers, Grayling, JoJan, and of course,
the fletcher that is the main subject of this review: the
Goat Tuff GT Arrow Fletcher. Some of the above fletchers are even “tower type” that will do all three feathers
or vanes at once. Some do offer either left or right offset or helical selections as well.
Why do I bring up left or right offset?
Left or Right Offset/Helical?
For me, the issue of left or right offset or helical has
never been of much concern. That is, until I recently
heard about a, shall we say “situation” where some top
shooters are shooting left or right helical/offset based
upon how the arrow appears to be turning when it is
launched off the string! This is done with a bare shaft
that you mark with a line at the 12 o’clock position.
Then you stand at a distance that will allow the arrow
to leave the bowstring for just over one arrow length.
You must realize that the arrow cannot begin to turn
until it is off the string. I selected 39˝ as my “standard
distance” to test this one variable. (You will see why I
used 39˝ later on.)
What I found is most interesting, and I think others have found the same thing. I found that with two of
my three compound bows, the arrow is launched off
the string turning counter-clockwise from 12 o’clock to
the 8 o’clock position. However out of the third bow,
the same arrow/arrow nock combination and using the
same identical release aid rotates clockwise from the 12
o’clock position to about 3 o’clock! These bows do this
whether I shoot them left- or right-handed, so hand
torque apparently isn’t the issue! So, does this mean I
should be shooting left helical or left offset out of the
two bows that have an apparent natural rotation
counter-clockwise? Not so fast! Some Pros are doing
this, which is fine. What is the testing evidence and
scientific data to prove that it matters one iota for a
mere mortal shooter?
Think about it. For a bowhunter, wouldn’t you want
the arrow rotating clockwise when it hits your quarry so
it tightens the broadhead on the shaft instead of loosening it? If you are shooting screw in points, wouldn’t
you want the spinning arrow tightening the point upon
impact rather than loosening it? Read on, I’ll try to
answer these questions by quoting an expert who is
making fletchers and why the fletcher is offered only in
a right offset/helical configuration! That expert is Jerry
Archery Focus

Smith of . . . Goat Tuff Products.
Goat Tuff GT Arrow Fletcher
Earlier on, I mentioned that I tested the supposed
“instant nock rotation out of the bow” phenomenon on
my own bows. I stated that I selected 39˝ as my single
test distance so I had only one variable. I used the same
arrow and same release with all three bows and shot
them left- and right-handed numerous times. The data
I mentioned above was repeated 10 times for each bow,
left- and right-handed. Why the 39 inches? A conversation with Jerry Smith from Goat Tuff Products is
what precipitated this:
Question How far out of the bow is it before the
fletching starts to steer the back end of the arrow?
Jerry Smith “Once the arrow leaves the string the
bow ceases to have any effect on the arrow assuming no
collisions. The fletching on the arrow will immediately
start influencing the arrow. Keeping in mind an arrow
shot from a bow at 300 fps and 1-1/2 degree on fletching will make approximately one revolution in approximately 39 inches. Initially there will be some slip in
rotation but probably not much. I believe that as the
arrow slows down the rotation will also slow.”
Rotations per minute?
In an earlier discussion with Jerry on the telephone, I

asked him if he knew the rotations per minute of an
arrow with three degrees offset/helical. He said that his
testing showed approximately 5,000 rpm. Now, while
this looks like a large number, and super fast spin, you
must consider that an arrow is in flight during our competitive rounds for less than one second! Since there are
3600 seconds in a minute . . . well, you get my drift! No!
I did not do the conversion to check the 39˝ for one
rotation scenario for accuracy. It is easier to work in
inches for a rotation than rpm’s converted to rotations
per second (and less). Close enough for “government
work” anyway.
Question Is it proper to “convert” the 5,000 rpm to
the time factor that it takes the arrow to arrive at the
target 20 yards, 40 yards, etc, downrange and not correct for the lost speed as the arrow decelerates at the top
of its arc and then accelerates again (due to gravity)?
Jerry Smith “There are a lot of dynamics going on
in arrow flight. Everything I have read seems to be
opinion or not considering all the influences of arrow
flight. As a general statement my opinion is that maximum velocity is obtained as soon as the arrow leaves the
string. The arrow continues losing speed during flight.
Author My natural inclination is to convert the 39˝
for one rotation into how many rotations the arrow has
at 20 yards. (This is assuming a constant rate of rotaContinued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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tion). Since 20 yards is equivalent to 720 inches, it is
easy to divide 720 by 39 to come up with 18.5 rotations
of the arrow from launch to impact. That translates to
37 rotations at 40 yards (at 300 fps without any other
interference from drag, etc., which we know isn’t quite
true). The quandary is if the fletches are turning the
arrow one way and bow starts the arrow rotating in the
other way, how much does that “turn around and spin
right” phase of the shot hurt accuracy?
Plus, how many of us are that good that undoing
approximately 120 degrees of rotation and getting it to
spin in the other direction will make an iota of difference on our impact point down range?
My last question to Jerry Smith was of course if he
offered the Goat Tuff GT Arrow Fletcher with left offset/helical vane/feather nests. And if not, why?
Question I also need a bit more information concerning why Goat Tuff elected to not proceed with left
offset and left helical clamps for the fletcher. We discussed that it wasn’t just because you didn’t want to; it
really was decided upon based upon real evidence that it
was a waste of effort and materials to do it.”
Jerry Smith “Many people confuse offset and helical
to clarify we have four Vane Nests with each having a
different degree of offset (1/2, 1, 2, and 3 degrees). Each
of the Vane Nests is Helical which allows the base of the
fletching to make optimal contact with the shaft the full
length of the fletching. The dictionary meaning of helical is “spiral around” (in a helical pattern).
“The decision to produce the Vane Nests in the
right-wing configuration was solely because I wanted to
rotate the arrow clockwise so that at point of impact the
point would have the tendency to tighten as opposed to
loosen with a counter-clockwise rotation.”
I intentionally saved this for last as another opinion
concerning the bare shaft rotation test:
Jerry Smith added: “The issue of some shaft when
performing a bare shaft test will leave the bow clockwise
and some counter-clockwise is a new question and currently appears to be opinion with no significant facts to
support. I find this to be an interesting subject. As we
begin to understand the dynamics of what the cause is and
are able to intentionally duplicate the results it will remain
an interesting subject. If you get any new information I
appreciate you sharing the info with me.” (A man after
my heart. He understands the Scientific Method!)
(Back to me, again.) So is the intentional changing
to left offset because the bow apparently launches the
arrow in a counter-clockwise direction simply serendipity? Without replication and testing with scientific procedures, it is pure speculation. How to devise a
10

controlled experiment to test the validity of this
assumption will be very, very difficult to do, and even
more difficult to prove that it indeed increases accuracy.
The scientist can only test one variable at a time.
Okay, enough of questions about why I selected the
Goat Tuff GT Arrow Fletcher. You may be tired of reading that stuff, but I think it is entirely relevant and it is
obvious why I selected this fletcher instead of another
brand. I am not on Goat Tuff Staff and I have no monetary interest in Goat Tuff Products. I have tested the
product honestly and to the best of my ability and as
always I will give the bad with the good.
Goat Tuff GT Fletcher, Vanes, and Glue
I ordered a new GT Fletcher Goat Tuff Opti-Vane II’s,
and Goat Tuff High Performance Archery Glue. I
received the items in a matter of days. The Opti-Vane II
is a lower profile vane than the Opti-Vane and I much
prefer lower profile vanes as a matter of personal choice.
I am not going to take of space and launch into a
long diatribe concerning what you get with the GT
Fletcher package. It is easier on you to just look at the
photos I scanned. The information is right on the back
of the package, along with very clear instructions.
What you get you can see in the next photos.
The separate items that come with the GT Arrow
Fletcher are well made and are accurate. There are no
rough edges or incomplete moldings. The vane nests are
clearly labeled as to which offset you are using. Goat
Tuff even clearly recommends which off-set works
depending upon the length of your feather or vane. For
example, you can use 1⁄2 degree offset for a 13⁄4˝ vane,
but you cannot use 3 degrees offset for vanes or feathers
longer than 21⁄2˝. I tried several different brands of
vanes that I have on hand and all of them fit properly
into the vane nests.

Vane Nests Another great feature that is fool proof
is that the vane nests are notched for the distance of the
back of the vane from the back edge of the arrow shafting (excluding the nock insert or pin). “0” is set for 3⁄4˝
and the other notches are in ¼˝ increments. It is fool
proof. For the 3° offset vane nest, the maximum distance
is 2˝. For the 1⁄2° offset, the maximum distance is 11⁄2˝.
The vane nests are only adjustable forward and aft. You
cannot infinitely adjust the offset.
3-Fletch and 4-Fletch Indexers The 3-fletch indexer
Archery Focus

fletches at 3 x 120 degrees. The 4-fletch indexer fletches at 4 X 90 degrees. Unlike my JoJan fletcher, the arrow
nock fits snugly onto the indexer. Once in place, your
arrow isn’t going to slip around. One negative thing I
immediately discovered is that you have to watch carefully where in the indexer you place the arrow nock.
There is room to get the nock off center. This is
unavoidable as part of the manufacture of the fletcher
because there is no means of knowing which width of

nock the user will use. I have four different nock widths
that I have in my arsenal depending upon whether I use
push in, Uni-bushing, or pin nocks! It is easy to center
up the nock on the indexer before you start to fletch and
once set, it isn’t going to move around easily. However,
if the nock isn’t too snug, it will self-center when you
place the indexer into the slot and press the arrow down
onto the vane nest. The V-blocks are designed to ensure
Continued on the Next Page

Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
Archery Focus
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proper nock centering and shaft placement regardless of
shaft diameter!
The indexers fit easily and precisely into the insert
on the GT Fletcher’s base.
Two Lock Down Clips The two lock down clips
work easily and stay put. You will have to hold down the
arrow shaft with one hand while you place the Lock
Down Clip(s) with the other hand.
I am not going to bore you with photos and explanations of how to fletch arrows. We all know how to do
that! Besides this, if you are interested, you can go to the
Goat Tuff Products web site and watch videos of how
the fletcher works. The use of the GT Fletcher is quite
intuitive and you shouldn’t have any problems figuring
out how to use it.
The Instructions as to how to use the GT Fletcher
are shown in the illustration on this page.
What is Good about the Goat Tuff Fletcher?
So, what do I like about the Goat Tuff GT Fletcher?
1. The concept of bringing the shaft to the vane is ideal
for me and makes better sense than using the heavy
clamp. In addition, because of my shaky left hand, I
can lay my hand on the table when putting the glue
onto the vane and not make a mess or ruin a shirt by
having the glue drop onto me.
2. You have a choice of pressing the shaft to the vane if
your glue is really fast drying, or you can use the lock
down clips for glues that are slower drying, such as
Fletch-Tite Platinum or other types of glue.
3. You don’t have to worry about the fore and aft positioning of the vane in the nest like you do with
clamp style arrow rests. Simply place the vane into
the nest, slide it back towards the nock
end of the vane nest until the vane stops
and you are exactly in the same position
for every vane you fletch!
4. It is nice, but strange to get used to, to
have control of the arrow shaft rather
than trying to get the clamp into position
on the arrow. It only takes a couple of
vanes to perfect this operation. I really
prefer this now that I’ve used it!
5. Offset is perfect and consistent because
the vane nest is cut to the proper degree
of offset. If you want only 1/2 degree offset for a short vane, you can do that.
However, you aren’t going to get 2 or 3
degrees of offset for a 3˝ or 4˝ vane. That
long of vane won’t fit into the vane nest!
You can’t go wrong, and you can’t put
12

6.

7.

8.

9.

more “spin” on a vane than will fit onto the shaft,
regardless of shaft diameter!
The notches for the arrow shaft will fit any diameter
of arrow, from the skinniest arrows right up through
the 27XX diameter arrows! When pressing down
the arrow shaft onto the vane nest, there is no jerky
motion involved and no stickiness. Simply press
down the shaft right above the arrow notches until
you get the contact. Then hold the contact (or use
the arrow clips) until the glue dries.
There aren’t any notches or hard turning knobs to deal
with. You simply lift up your arrow out of the slot,
place and glue the next vane in the nest, turn the arrow
and place the leg into the slot, press down and go.
For me, the design of the GT Fletcher allows for me
to put the glue on in a straight vertical position and
to steady my hand while I do it. Jerry Smith recommends placing four to six tiny drops of glue onto the
vane and then, using the tip of the applicator spread
the glue evenly along the base if the vane.
Replacing a single vane is easily and precisely
accomplished without the hassle of trying to “eyeball” whether or not you are positioning things correctly with a clamp. If you had to rotate your nock,
it is a snap with the Goat Tuff GT Fletcher to replace
that one (or two) vanes in exactly the same spot!
Goat Tuff even has a video showing you how to do
this! That is one more advantage to bringing the
shaft to the arrow and onto the nest as opposed to
having to try to “wag it” with the use of a clamp
coming down onto the arrow. This is a huge advantage for small diameter arrows where there isn’t a lot
of “vane room.”
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10. If you don’t trust this review, there is a video review
on You Tube done by Outdoor Products which does
a great job on this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zW18DVIM79U
What are Some Things to Improve or to Wish For?
1. I used a small C-clamp to hold the Goat Tuff GT
Fletcher down on my table. Unless you hold down
the fletcher base, the weight of an arrow will move
the base so you will have to hold the base with one
hand while you load the arrow onto the fletcher and
press it down or use a clamp. I’m going to mount
mine to a board so that this doesn’t happen.
2. You cannot use metal objects to scrape down the
arrow nest like I have done for years (to remove
spilled glue) with my metal clamps on the JoJan
Multi Fletcher. I let the vane nest set in acetone for
about 30 minutes and it clears the glue residue. No
more scraping on the clamps with a knife!
3. Yes, I won’t be fletching six arrows at a time anymore, but I never really did anyways. It was still a
one arrow at a time operation. The difference was
simply glue dry time and I could have the clamps
hold the vane or feather in place for the dry time.
4. Having to be super careful on the initial placement
of the nock into the nock receiver. There isn’t a self
centering item on the indexer. It is, however easy to
eyeball to get the nock centered into the indexer.
5. There isn’t an indexer for the 75 x 105 degree 4fletch pattern. Personally, I don’t use 4-fletch, so this
is a non-factor for me.
6. This item is on a wish list! Jerry Smith say to “Please
note the GT Arrow Fletcher positions the cock vane
perpendicular to the sight window of the bow. This
is nearly ideal for those shooting recurved bows and
flipper style arrow rests with cushion plungers. For
other types of arrow rests, you will need to rotate the
arrow nock approximately 90 degrees to accommodate an arrow rest requiring a straight down or
straight up cock vane position”.
Instead of this, what I did is to select the vane
closest to the nock rotation I needed and rotated
the nock accordingly. I am able to do this because
when I fletch my arrows all three vanes/feathers are
the same color. (I explained why I don’t fletch
arrows with different colored vanes/feathers for the
cock vane/feather earlier in the article.). For shooting springy (or springie) rests or for finger shooters
using flipper style arrow rests, there will still be
some custom nock rotation required to get the bottom hen vane into the proper orientation. For these
Archery Focus

types of shoot around arrow rests, the nock rotation
is minimal for that bottom hen vane to clear. You
may still need some customizing of that nock alignment to get the consistent clearance that you must
have with shoot around arrow rests such as a
launcher blade.
Conclusions
I have discussed some of the more recent history about
feathers, vanes, and using only two other brands of
fletchers since I started competitive archery in 1969. I
had to find an alternative fletcher due to an intentional
tremor in my left hand that precludes me from doing a
neat and tidy job of putting glue on a vane that is in a
clamp that I have to hold in one hand and feed glue to
the vane with the shaky hand.
I also discussed why I reached out to Jerry Smith of
Goat Tuff concerning the lack of having left-helical
vane nests as part of his product. That led to a discussion and some openness as to not having the data or
obvious need for left-helical or left-offset options with
the Goat Tuff GT Fletcher. There apparently is a lot of
opinion concerning some bows launching the arrow off
the string with a counter-clockwise turn and other bows
launching the arrow with an initial spin clockwise. For
me, at 39˝, the rotation is about 120 degrees or less.
Thus, until further proof of this phenomenon is put
forth and some concrete data that can be replicated is
brought to the table that it affects accuracy, Jerry Smith
isn’t going to take action.
Overall, I’m glad that I have the Goat Tuff GT
Fletcher. In my conversations with Jerry Smith over the
phone and via e-mail, he provided me with a wealth of
information as to the what’s and the why’s about the
Goat Tuff GT Fletcher and his other products as well.
Use of the product is very intuitive and it is indeed easy
to use, easy to clean, and little maintenance is required.
Even cleaning off glue spills is easy.
Here is the link to the Goat Tuff Products web
site: http://www.goattuffproducts.com/
Here is the link to the Goat Tuff GT Fletcher
Videos Page. Just scroll down the page until you come
to the videos:
http://www.goattuffproducts.com/index.php?op=17
Good Shooting,
Tom Dorigatti
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Making a Jumbo
Thumb Barrel for Your
Release Aid
Give Yourself a Larger Feel and Adjustment Range
on Your Thumb Release
by William Moltzan
I’m always trying to get a perfect feel on my
thumb trigger release and, at one point, I was wondering how a larger thumb barrel would feel in my
hand; would result in an easier
release. What I did find was a
Jumbo Thumb Barrel on my
Carter release fits easier in my fairly large hand.
(Results my vary!) There’re many more adjustments
where it can fit into my hand: higher, deeper, or lower.
It also gives me more leverage, lightening the pull.
Hand squeezers and back tension shooters can benefit as well.

Making a Jumbo Thumb Barrel
Caution Make sure to wear safety glasses and observe all
safety precautions when using machines or hand tools.
Know how to use them.

Here is the OEM thumb barrel on my Carter release aid.

This is the same release aid with the Jumbo Thumb Barrel attached.

My Jumbo Thumb Barrel is 1˝ in diameter and
has three positioning holes. It could be solid or have a
relief cut put in. A solid version would weigh more
and the version with the relief cut
would make it as light as possible.
I opted for the relief cut version.
Here’s how I made one.

Archery DIY
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I started with 1˝ extruded round 6061 aircraft
grade aluminum. This grade is the standard aluminum used for making many archery parts. It’s very
strong, affordable, and available. A 1 foot piece is less
than $5 and we’ll need less than 1˝ of it to make this
thumb barrel. It can be found at small quantity metal
suppliers or on eBay, often times with free or low cost
shipping.

You can see below that I used a lathe and a mill.
Other equipment may be suitable.
Start by mounting a piece of 1˝ round in your
lathe with about 1.5˝ sticking out.
Start by cleaning up the end face.

side. In any case, none of our measurements need to
be exact for this project (you just don’t want to be
short).
Next using a knurling attachment, knurl the part
to the parting line we made using a medium knurl.

Next the end gets a chamfer.

After that we begin drilling/boring out the relief
Continued on Next Page

Start by cleaning up the end of your piece of stick (left). Done! (right)

The thumb barrel will be 0.75˝ long. With a parting tool, mark the piece about 0.85˝ from the end. We
need a bit extra length to be able to face off the other

Using successively larger drill bits up to 1⁄2˝, the barrel is drilled out
(left) to a depth of 0.485˝ and then using a boring tool bored out to
a wall thickness of 0.080 (right).
Archery Focus
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cut of the thumb barrel. Start with smaller drills then
work your way to 1⁄2˝ drills, all going .485 deep. That
leaves us with a 1⁄4˝ thick base, enough material to
provide the mounting holes plenty of threads. The
outer wall thickness is 0.080˝ which is slightly thicker than the OEM one which is 0.065˝. I use a boring
bit for that final cut and it takes many passes of 0.030˝
each. I grind my own boring bits out of high speed
tool steel blanks. They cut very well.
Then chamfer the inside edge of the hole we
bored out with a debur tool then using a parting tool
cut off the piece we marked earlier.

Then the relief cut is chamfered with debur tool (left) and the thumb
wheel cut off with a parting tool (right).

Flip the part around and face the other side like
we did before now to make the final length 0.75˝.
Also, chamfer the edge like we did before.
Using a small center drill in the lathe tailstock
chuck (not pictured), make a dimple to locate the center of the thumb barrel. We’ll drill and tap the holes
on a mill (or you can use a drill press if that’s what you
have).
Mount the nearly completed thumb barrel in the
vise of the mill or drill press. Start the center hole
with a small center drill. Note in the picture, the two
outer holes are 0.160˝ and 0.320˝ out from the center.
For connecting to the Carter thumb release aid, I use
a #38 drill bit. (For releases from other manufacturers,
check the threads of the attaching screws and adjust

accordingly.) Then I mount a tapping guide in the
drill chuck and using a 5-40 tap, tap the hole. (These
sizes may be different for other relases.) Do the same
for the other two holes at the spacing we mentioned.
Use WD-40 as cutting oil or you can use another oil
suitable for cutting aluminum.
Here’s the completed Jumbo Thumb Barrel.
Clean out the threaded holes with some brake parts
cleaner spray and you’re ready to mount. No Loctite
or other threadlocking substance is necessary. I’ve
tried different positions and never had it move after

The completed Jumbo Thumb Barrel

thousands of shots.

The dimensions of the finished Jumbo Thumb Barrel
are as follows:
1˝ diameter
0.75˝ long/thick
0.485˝ deep relief cut. That leaves about 0.25˝ thickness for the 5-40 threads
0.080˝ wall thickness of the relief cut
(3) mounting holes using #38 drill bit*
tap (3) holes with a 5-40 tap*
middle of the 3 holes 0.160˝ from center
end hole .320˝ from center
*These may be different for other release aids.
You now have a Jumbo Thumb Barrel that may give
you the feel you’re looking for!
Safety Note Make sure to first test the feel of your
rease fitted with your new Jumbo Thumb Barrel with
a rope loop as you would any new or different release
aid.

Drill the holes with a #38 drill bit (left) and then tap the holes with
5-40 tap (right).
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Promoting Field
Archery to Young
Archers
by Tom Havel
Is this a common refrain around your archery would be beneficial for their archers, so they encouraged
club . . . “Back in the day, we would pack them in for our their kids to sign up.
We adapt the rounds to suit our needs. For the FITA
field shoots. Now we don’t even hold them anymore
because no one comes”? I suspect such comments are field shoots, as we researched the rules, we couldn’t find
heard in many clubhouses across the country. I used to anything officially for kids younger than cadets. Even the
hear them around my club. It doesn’t have to be that way. distances required from the blue stakes would really chalHere are some tried and successful ways to cultivate lenge some of our shooters. We had no qualms about
shortening up the shooting distances. Our thinking was
growth in field archery with young shooters.
My club is Chicago Bow Hunters, in Bolingbrook, there is nothing wrong with the kids pounding the midIllinois. We have tried to promote field shooting with a dle of the target rather than spending their time looking
goal of getting young JOAD shooters in the area for lost arrows in the woods. We devised a set of distances
involved. With a little outside the box thinking, we have appropriate for the ages and experience of the archers.
developed a dynamic and successful field shooting pro- We made the range of shots for all Bowman, all Cubs,
gram where the events we hold are at or near capacity. and Recurve Cadets from 5 to 30 Meters. Cadet
Compound shooters shoot
Think like a kid for a
the same blue stakes as the
minute. Who wouldn’t like
Barebow archers from 5 to
to hike around the woods
50 Meters. All Juniors
and shoot arrows? We felt if
shoot the red stakes with
we could get the kids out
the adults ranging from 10
there, we could hook them.
to 60 Meters. We also
We have held both
wanted to include new
NFAA style field rounds
shooters with very limited
and WAA/FITA Field
experience, so we created a
Rounds, and have used simNovice category for any
ilar tactics to make the
bow style and age where the
events successful.
shots went from 5 to 15
We start with promometers. What about new
tion. Just putting the details
adult shooters or Juniors
of an upcoming shoot on
who hadn’t worked out to
your club’s web page won’t
60 meters yet? Well, they
make your shoot successful.
became novices, too, and
Our strategy was simple . . .
would shoot the same disjust invite people to come
tances as the kids.
the old fashioned way . . . we
When we hold NFAA
talk to them. By letting the
other JOAD coaches in the
style field shoots, we make
area know what we were
similar adaptations as far as
planning, they knew it
Photo Courtesy of Lori Janiec
Continued on the Next Page
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Photo Courtesy of Harold McHenry

the shooting distances. No shot is longer than 30 yards
for Bowman, Cubs, and Recurve Cadets (NFAA Cub
distances) and all the older ages shoot no further than 50
yards (NFAA Youth distances). We again offer a Novice
division where no shot is longer than 15 yards.
When we shorten the distances, you might think
that we are making it too easy, especially for the “hot
shot” shooters. With a coach’s recommendation any
shooter can shoot longer distances when it is appropriate
for their skill level. As an example, we will have a
Bowman Compound shooter who competes with the
Cadet class. This is a standard feature of these shoots in
any case. You can always “compete up.”
We also tweak the NFAA Field round a few other
ways. We made a decision to have a shot gun start, and to
only shoot half of a round, 14 targets, rather than the full
28 targets. A few reasons for that decision were: 1) We
felt that shooting 112 competition arrows might be too
many for a young archer, and that 56 quality arrows
would be a better experience than trying to fling the final
30 arrows as tired and sloppy shots; 2) We were able to
get the kids on and off the course in just over two hours.
Think of today’s busy parents. They are used to taking
their kid to a soccer game, watching them play for an
hour, and with post-game treat and drink box in hand,
they are able to head home and everyone is happy in a relatively short time period. Our parents love the fact that
their kids can participate in a quality event, but not have
it drag out to being an all day affair.
Speaking of parents, we allow (and encourage) them
to hike along in the woods with their kid’s scoring groups.
They help carry backpacks, score the arrows, search for
lost arrows, spot arrows with binoculars, etc.
Another unique feature we like to have as much as
possible is to send a coach or experienced adult field
shooter out with each scoring group. They offer tips and
mentor the young shooters, both in regards to their
archery skills as well as learning the rules of field shooting.
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When we hold the NFAA round, we use either half
of the existing field course which remains set up on our
property year round. During the FITA Field event
though, we create the course and let our imaginations run
wild. We have a small creek (at most points it is only deep
enough to barely covers the top of your shoes) running
through our property. You better believe that every year
we design the course with one or two “creek” shots being
featured where the kids have to stand in the water. We
use our 3-D platforms on the property to get some elevated shots. A simple shot where a kid stands on a log to
execute his shots is a favorite. These creative shots every
year are some of their favorites.
Kids love to earn little medals. You know that if you
run a JOAD Program and see how popular the achievement pin program is. We make sure that there are plenty
of awards for the kids to earn. A friend told me once “it’s
A Timeline Showing Participation
in our FITA Field Shoot
2012
19 Total participants, probably about 8 kids
2013
16 Total, also probably about 8 kids
2014
This is when we started to design the course for
JOAD archers
Adults 8
JOAD 20
Novice JOAD 12
Novice Adult 0
2015
Adults 16
JOAD 39
Novice JOAD 18
Novice Adults 0
2016
Adults 17
JOAD 35
Novice JOAD/Collegiate 10
Novice Adults 1
Note Attendance was hampered due to severe
rain storms. About 15 last minute no-shows for
adults; only three no-shows for kids!
Conclusion: Kids are tougher than adults.
Patrticipation would have
totaled in the 80’s otherwise
2017
All 96 spots are already taken by pre-registration
44 adults, 52 JOAD.
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all about the bling.”
The kids quickly have
With a name like
become dedicated to field
Chicago Bow Hunters, you
shooting. During last year’s
can imagine that there is a
FITA Field in May, we had
background history of 3-D
an unprecedented amount
shooting and hunting with
of rain which turned our
the club’s membership. For
course into a muddy quaga period of one hour after
mire. Our field of shooters
the completion of the field
dwindled. It was the adults
shoot, we open up the 3-D
who bailed out on us, howrange for the JOAD shootever, we still had over 70
ers. For many, this is their
participants, with 60 of
first experience on a 3-D
them being kids.
range, and they absolutely
love the experience of
Conclusion
shooting at 3-D animal tarOur approach is straightgets.
forward. Invite youths to
We run the kitchen in
come to an event that is
full swing during the field
designed for them. Make
shoots. During the FITA
the course shootable in just
Field events, many come in
a couple of hours, max.
Photo Courtesy of Monica Kim
after reaching their half way
Make good scores possible
point and eat lunch before going out to complete their by making the shooting distances realistic, no matter
round. At the NFAA style round, there is a gap of time what the rules call for. Make lunch, offer medals, all the
while results are being tabulated and before the awards usual things, but the key is to extend them an invitation.
are handed out where almost everyone grabs a bite to eat.
If you offer it, they will come.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Coach!
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is an
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
Archery Focus
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The Mental Game:
Controlled Breathing
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
How easy can this get? You want to teach
your kids one of the most valuable tools they can
have in their bag for developing their mental
game and as with all new tools you need to tell
them how much it costs and where they can get it.
Now sit-down kids. This tool costs $0 and each
human being comes right out of the box with it
already pre-installed.
Your students say: “So, what’s the trick? What
are you talking about?”
We are talking about breathing. We all do it.
It’s automatic. Even if you hold your breath until
you pass out, as soon as you pass out, you automatically start breathing again. Pretty cool, huh?
The trick is, for you to benefit from breathing in
archery competitions, you must learn to master
your control of your breathing.
Once you master it, it will become one of your
most valuable tools from the list below that we
need to develop to successfully compete in
archery.
The Tools
Focus/Concentration
Controlled Breathing
Progressive Relaxation
Mental Imagery
Positive Self-Talk
Positive Affirmations
Comfort Zones
Resetting Your Thermostat
Managing Conscious Thought – During the
Shot
Interestingly enough, one thing that makes
breathing unique is that unlike most bodily functions it is both voluntary and involuntary. (Yes,
those are contradictory and I will explain.) All
that really means to us at this point is that we can
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mess around with controlling it voluntarily all we
want and when we’re done we can be confident
that we didn’t mess anything up. There is no permanent damage and our automatic breathing goes
right back to its default settings.
We will talk about breathing and breath control many times in our instruction but it’s only
because this tool provides the greatest benefits to
you, performance-wise and health-wise, of all the
tools on our list. This tool has long been recognized as one of the most effective ways to reduce
stress and anxiety naturally, no drugs required.
So, if controlled breathing is so good for
reducing stress, anxiety, blood pressure, and heart
rate in normal life it should be perfect for our use
to reduce the stress and anxiety in an archery
competition. So how do we make it work?
Introducing Breath Control into Practice
Once all your students have arrived at practice tell
them you want them to do something a little different this time and ask them to pair up. Once
everybody has a partner teach them to how to take
their partners pulse. Make sure if someone ran or
biked to practice that you give them time to rest a
moment before you proceed. Tell them that they
can take their partners pulse by placing their
index and middle finger on the inside of their
partner’s wrist just below their thumb. Count the
beats for 30 seconds and then double the number
to get the normal “heartbeats per minute.” Now
these numbers are recorded as a control number or
resting heart rate for each of your students.
Note Make sure that everyone understands not
to use their thumb to take a heart rate measurement. Some people don’t realize that the thumb
has a pulse of its own and will either give you
their own heart rate instead of yours or at least
Archery Focus

Taking a Pulse Have a partner take your pulse and record the beats
per minute.

make it harder to figure out yours.
I went ahead and bought a couple of tools to
make the process easier and faster for my practices
as an archer and a coach. One item was a Pulse
Oximeter which is a really quick and easy way to
get your heart rate. Another item I got was a
Lumiscope which provides both the heart rate and
blood pressure at the same time which will allow
for additional insights. No matter how the heart
rate is taken it provides an insight into your
archers’ ability to control their bodies in a manner
that will enhance their performance.

Now, keeping the partners together,
announce that everyone will be scoring tonight
and that you will be posting the scores at the end
of the night. Let them shoot two practice ends
before they start. After they shoot their second
practice end stop them before they retrieve their
arrows and ask everyone to measure and turn in a
new heart rate. Let them pull their arrows while
you record all the heart rates. You will notice that
these heart rates are all elevated over the control
rates that you recorded earlier and explain to them
that that is normal and to be expected. But you
wanted to prove that point to them tonight before
you introduced them to the topic of Controlled
Breathing.
Now that you have their undivided attention,
you teach them one of the most fundamental
breathing techniques for relaxation. Explain to
them that all you’re going to ask them to do is
inhale, hold their breath and then exhale. Once
they acknowledge that that doesn’t sound too difficult for them, get a little more specific. Tell them
that, to be more specific, you want them to:
• Inhale a deep breath, while counting to four,
through their nose
• Hold their breath, while counting to two and
• Exhale slowly, through their mouth, while
counting to four.
They are to repeat this breathing pattern three
times, then take three deep breaths on their normal pace and then return to normal breathing.
Have them all check their partner’s heart rates
again for you to record with the others. You will
notice that everyone’s heart rate will have
returned to normal or even below.
You will want to explain that what they just
did is a good thing to do any time before or during a competition to reduce the stress, anxiety, or
just their heart rate. And that deep calming
breaths are used by many competitors between
shots to stay relaxed and in control in major competitions.
Using Controlled Breathing During Competition

Pulse Oximeter One inexpensive device that provides a quick and
easy way to take your pulse solo is a Pulse Oximeter.
Archery Focus

Arriving at the Competition Venue
You take your team to a competition where you
know they want to perform well. It’s good to
encourage everyone to take a moment to perform
this exercise before they start competing. In fact,
Continued on the Next Page
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arrows for the end.
Note All of the percents above refer to the
fraction of a full breath that is involved.
Since the purpose of the deep controlled
breaths is to relax you and reduce your heart rate
you are welcome to take just one breath or repeat
it as your recovery requires and your time allows.
This is part of your “reset” to prepare for the next
shot.
Please explain to them that it is not to their
advantage to go crazy doing overly involved
breathing techniques while they are on the shooting line. What is important is for them to try the
technique suggested here and then develop their
own controlled breathing technique for competition use that should include taking at least one
deep breath before each arrow. We just want to
keep you calm and relaxed with your heart rate
under control.
Lumiscope Another handy tool that can provide both a quick
heartrate and blood pressure is a Lumiscope.

you can make it a lot easier for them to work it
into their routine if you have them do the breathing exercises as a team when they do their team
warm-up. That way they won’t be so self-conscious when they are sitting there doing it alone.
The original introduction to this breathing
technique included three cycles but feel free to
reduce it to one or two cycles and see if it doesn’t
have almost or the same effect.
On the Shooting Line
I recommend you have your archers try the following technique in competition. After they gain
experience they will modify this or develop their
own techniques, and that is a good thing.
1. Take your Stance
2. Nock your Arrow – Deep Controlled Breath &
Exhale (90-100%) on 10 Count (4-2-4)
3. Raise Bow to Set-Up – Normal Breath &
Exhale (50%)
4. Draw to Anchor – Full Normal Inhale to
Anchor (50-70%) or Alternate Method (Inhale
Deeply to 90% during draw, exhaling to 5070% by Anchor)
5. Aiming to Release – Hold Breath through
Release (50-70%)
6. Followthrough – Exhale Normally Followed by
a Deep Calming Breath
Repeat steps 1-5 until you have shot all your
22

Other Benefits
It’s always nice to read of the other benefits of
things we do to become better or more successful
archers. These breathing techniques have been
recognized for lowering blood pressure along with
the heart rate which helps to reduce the risk of
strokes or aneurysms. There is even evidence that
they help to spark brain growth and even reduce
the likelihood of suffering from depression.
Obviously, I don’t know what kind of an
impact controlled breathing has on anything outside of my field but I believe that it goes a long
way to reduce depression brought on as a result of
shooting low scores in archery.
And if any of your shooters ask you if they
really need to take a deep breath before each shot
you tell them “Absolutely not… Just the ones you
want to be a ten!”
Thanks for spending this time with me. I look
forward to seeing you on the shooting field.
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A Peek Into a Major
Competition:
Getting There
by Randi Smith, U.S. Paralympic Coach
What goes on behind the scenes for an international team? Is it really just get on an airplane and
go compete? For major events such as World Championships and World Cups, the dates of the competitions are known ahead of time, and some other information is also known, such as what the format is, how
many archers can go, and where it will be.
With this information, USA Archery can start to
look at how the team will be chosen, both staff and
athletes. Selecting staff is an application process, for
athletes it is usually a competitive process, but for
some events, it can be based on national rankings.
This article is about the 2017 World Archery
Para Championships. They will be held in Beijing,
China from the 12th to the 17th of September, 2017.
Staff were chosen earlier this year; athletes went
through a trials process in Salt
Lake City in July.
After the team was named
the organization effort began.
At a team meeting after the trials, the athletes filled
out paperwork with contact information, uniform
sizes, and some travel information. They all brought
passports to the tournament so we gathered those,
and then everyone had to go get another set of passport pictures for the visa applications. (For many
competitions we don’t need to gather passports - but
if a visa is necessary we do.)

Then we started to work on the following:
Uniforms It seems like uniforms should be quite
easy, just get sizes, get the uniforms, send them out
and you’ll be done . . . but it never works that way!
Some items don’t fit, some parts don’t fit together, we
don’t have all of the necessary sizes, someone’s name
gets spelled wrong; all sorts of things can happen. We
had one trip where the shirts were delivered to us as
we were getting ready to leave for the airport. For our
team uniforms are always a big issue
Passports and Visas We gathered team members
passports and pictures while the team was in Salt
Lake, but we can’t actually apply for the visas until we
have an official letter (sometimes it doesn’t come until
later than we want it) then visa applications need to
be filled out and sent in. Passports have to be good for
at least six months past the date
of the competition, which means
we may need to send for a
renewal through expedited services. This year we had to contact Senator’s offices in
order to get them extra expedited!
Anti-Doping Compliance Fortunately, our medical
coordinator keeps track of the medicines the team
members are taking. There are some medications that
are not allowed, commonly called “banned substances.” However, for some medical conditions, those

Working for Archers
Who Have Disabilities
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Behind every “Say Cheese!” team photo there is a lot of logistics.

medications can be necessary, so the athlete needs to
get a Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE).
Fortunately our team is fairly healthy, but we do have
a couple of members who do have TUEs. They had
expired earlier this year, and the re-application didn’t
go as smoothly as we hoped.
We also have to be careful with what we eat.
We’ve been warned by USADA (U.S. Anti-Doping
Agency) to avoid eating beef in China due to a
growth hormone they use. Some places we’ve been we
see a lot of street vendors and interesting local foods,
but we have to be careful about what we choose.
Para Classification Para athletes are classified so
they compete with athletes of similar disabilities. In
order to compete in an international competition,
athletes need to be classified at an international event,
by international classifiers. Therefore, any of our athletes who have not been internationally classified will
need to be classified once they arrive. This means that
we need to make sure the medical forms have been
sent in on time, and we may have to arrive earlier than
we originally planned.
Flights Different teams do flights differently, but our team flies together. We
used a travel agent this year to book the
tickets to and from China. We will all meet
in Chicago and take a very long trip to
Beijing. We are doing a prep camp in Salt
Lake City before we leave. I will book those
flights.
We will always be the first ones on the
plane and the last ones off, so we need to
allow plenty of time between flights. We
also need to arrive at the gate pretty early.
Loading our team can be a challenge, but
most airlines handle it well. We have lots of
24

athletes who use wheelchairs. They can take
their chairs to the door of the plane; most of
them then transfer to aisle chairs and are
assisted to their seats. The aisle chair travels
on the plane with us so that athletes can use
the restrooms.
When we get to the other end, we are
the last ones of the plane and we do the
process in reverse. We’re usually met by airline personnel who keep us all together and
help us get through customs. One thing we
have discovered is that it takes us a lot
longer to get checked through in foreign
airports so we plan on arriving at least three
hours early. We also plan to arrive early because other
cultures have very different ideas on time and it’s less
stressful to be early than it is to be rushed!
(Sometimes our planning ahead backfires – and we
are way too early – see pictures!)
More in my next article!

Ocassionally we end up coming too early to an airport and
they are not ready for us.
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A JOAD Startup
by Carolyn Morehouse
In November of 2016, the archery club where
I am the lead instructor started a JOAD club. We
have been on a great adventure ever since! Let me
share some of my experiences and thoughts with
you, and encourage you to consider making a similar effort.
Our club is a private non-profit called Cherry
Valley Bowhunters Archery Club (CVBH) in
southern California. I had tried starting a JOAD
program several years ago, but I think the time
wasn’t ripe yet. We already had a successful Camp
Archery
Association
(CAA) program going
on Saturday mornings,
with cloisonné pins for
fifteen levels of proficiency in outdoor shooting. My students were
always more in the category of recreational
archers, and were quite
content with improving
for their own personal
satisfaction. I had a couple of new kids show up
one year, teens who were members of a JOAD club
about two hours away, and they talked me into
starting a club closer to home for them. I wasn’t
willing to replace my CAA program, so we tried
doing the JOAD on a weeknight and it just didn’t
fly. That was fine with me! I have six grandchilArchery Focus

dren and I’m a tutor at a homeless-teen center, so
I didn’t really need another commitment.
To give you a little more of a background picture, I have nearly thirty years of experience in
teaching archery to youth and adults. However, as
a bowhunter and a teacher of recreational archers I
was inexperienced in the tournament scene, and I
had no interest in it. The most competitive things
we ever did whilst in the CAA program were “fun
shoots” like clouts and moving targets (foam
wheels). On the other hand, I knew I was wellprepared to help competitive archers. I’ve
been a USAA Level 3NTS Instructor for
many years, teaching
archers and also teaching
instructors
of
USAA Levels One and
Two. I also knew from
personal experience as a
hunter that it’s important to learn to shoot
well under stressful
conditions.
Competitions can help prepare hunters for the
physical sensations experienced when it’s suddenly
really important to land that one arrow in the right
place. So I’m not opposed to competitive archery
at all.
Continued on the Next Page
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“JOAD gives young archers an
excellent foundation in form, and
a “scene to make” where there
are other kids who share their
passion.”

Recently
several
things happened that
inspired me to try again.
First off, the owner of
the
Camp
Archery
Association retired, and
refused to pass the company on, so our source of
the beautiful cloisonné pins dried up. The JOAD

There is no end to the fun events you can create. All you need is magination ... and glue, and craft papaer, and ...

JOAD. My parent club,
the
Cherry
Valley
Bowhunters
Archery
Club, requested that we
limit JOAD membership
to kids who owned their
own kit, and to families
who were enthusiastic
parents who are willing to join the CVBH club.
And here we are! Twenty JOAD members and
growing!
JOAD gives young archers an excellent foundation in form, and a “scene to make” where there
are other kids who share their passion. It provides
an opportunity to compete against archers of similar age and skill. Because it isn’t school-based, it
can be flexible in format, even all year-round if
desired. The kids like knowing that their JOAD is
aligned with the Olympics, too.
Once a year, for the past thirty years, my
archers have celebrated their progress with fire
arrows. We light arrows on fire and shoot at a
cardboard box soaked in gasoline—always a privilege that must be earned! This year, we will be
doing it as a JOAD club, and one of the parents
just reminded me that the 1992 Olympic Games
started with a flaming arrow lighting the traditional cauldron. I never thought of our Fire Shoot
as an Olympic thing before; we were always storming an enemy castle or something equally
medieval. But this year it can be either or both!

pins are not as exciting, but they do the job of honoring progress and providing what my archers call
Quiver Bling. I also like the way the JOAD pins
track progress in six different proficiencies (indoor
and outdoor, barebow, recurve, and compound).
Second, I started having more young archers
show up wanting help with competition-level
archery. Coaching them is more complicated and
demanding! But it’s exciting and satisfying too. To
serve them, the JOAD model is much
more suitable—and it works very well
for recreational people too. Nobody is
ever forced to compete.
Third, we’ve experienced a general
surge in interest in youth archery in our
area. In a few short years we have gained
five OAS (Olympic Archery in the
Schools) teams in local schools. We have
plenty of enthusiastic parents who are
willing to come along and support a
JOAD program. I have several wonderful parents and teens who have trained
to become USAA L1 Instructors, and
even some L2s. It’s not all up to me to
make anything happen.
Another cool evening activity is the firing of arrows equipped with Luminocks.
So anyway, in November I bit the Noted archer and coach Byron Ferguson has even recommended this practice as a
tuning aid, to check arrow flight. (Photo by Aaron Kiely)
proverbial bullet and restarted our
26
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Editor’s Note A great deal of thinking went into whether we should publish this photo. Our concern was that
impressionable young people might see it and atempt to emulate this in an unsupervised venue. If responsible
clubs want to emulate this, we strongly suggest you contact the Cherry Valley Bowhunters Archery Club and
inquire into the safety precautions that were involved. (Photo by Aaron Kiely)

“We have plenty of enthusiastic
parents who are willing to come
along and support a JOAD program. It’s not all up to me to
make anything happen.”

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Getting to 600:
Equipment Upgrades
by Simon Needham and Steve Ruis
We started this series with a comment that
“there used to be some discussion in FITA (now World
Archery) circles about the stages a serious competitive
archer went through. There were even awards to be
earned by reaching FITA Round thresholds of 1000
points, 1100 points, 1200 points, and finally 1300
points. These awards were for
both Recurve and Compound
styles.”
But the FITA International
Round has fallen out of favor and
is no longer shot enough to provide an almost universal framework of scores for discussion
about how an archer makes it up
the ladder to elite status. So we
decided to use the “72-arrow, sixends shot at a 122 cm target face
placed at 70 meter” Ranking
Round in its stead. Here are the
“levels” of scoring performance we are addressing.
Corresponding
FITA Round Mark
Ranking Round Mark
1000
500
1100
550
1200
600
1300
650
We also found some equivalent scoring numbers
for other popular rounds and if you are interested in
those, please go back and read that first article in the
series (How to Elevate the Status of Serious Competing
Archers in AFm 20-1).
We are addressing these articles to those who are
Archery Focus

serious competitive archers through those of you who
coach serious competitive archers. We mean no disrespect to recreational archers, we love them, but this
series of articles is directed to other folk. (Doesn’t mean
archers, recreational or competitive, can’t lurk and find
out what those other blokes are going through,
though.)
Steve
Simon Begins . . .
On the whole, getting to this level
is about using the equipment you
can get hold of for your archer,
getting them to have a consistent
draw and release, introducing
them to mental training, regular
training sessions, and so forth. It is
at this level that the equipment
and technique start to get left
behind and the main aspect of the
training revolves around mental training. There will
always be changes and improvements to both technique and equipment as they go hand in hand. The
better your archer shoots the better you can tune the
bow.
As I suggested in the last article on equipment,
using a top quality riser and limbs does make a difference and it is at this level that this becomes more
urgent. I still advocate that whether new or used, if it is
in good condition an archer’s equipment will ensure
that an archer wanting to progress to and further than
this level will not be held back from their potential. As
Continued on the Next Page
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coach and advisor, it will be
down to you to encourage
the archers to upgrade, consequently you must remember that you are moving
from making the best use of
equipment available to your
archers, to advising them on
spending their own (or more
likely, their parents) hard
earned cash on getting
equipment that will be the
basis of further improving their consistency and therefore their scores.
As your archers come on, you will see that some
seem to have more of the potential, dedication/ love of
the sport to succeed so it may be below this level that
you will be advising those students to get a top level
bow.
So, where do you start with the advice of manufacturer, model etc.? Adults are easier to match up with a
bow, juniors who are doing well but still growing, can
be harder to advise, as it is difficult to determine how
much they will continue to grow, so decisions like short
or long riser come into play. As an adult they likely will
not be growing much but young men can grow substantially after the age of 20! It is around a good riser
that everything else can come from. As Steve and I
have both mentioned, on the whole you get what you
pay for. But however much you favour a manufacturer,
it must be up to the archer to make the final choice, if
the archer is happy with their choice, colour, manufacturer, they will be in a better place mentally to improve,
so give them the choice of two or three risers that you
feel that will suit them, and the reasons for each. Once
they have made their choice, fully support them; do not
undermine their selection.
Recently one of the ladies in our club, Linda, has
shown real enthusiasm for progressing and I suggested
that a better riser would help her improve, which coincided with her desire to upgrade her riser at this time.
Although I suggested that a second-hand top riser
would meet her needs, she felt she wanted to treat herself to a new riser. We then narrowed the selection
down to W&W and Hoyt. fortunately in the club we
have a number of archers with top level bows so she
was able to look at and even try a few. The one I felt
would suit her best, was the Hoyt Epik and, in the end,
that is the riser she chose and is very happy with it.
As part of this series of articles, I feel that as we
have reached a significant level, it was time to get a new

riser for myself (any excuse
is a good excuse). So for the
remainder of the article I
will lead you through my
choice of riser and setting it
up to the requirements that
I feel will give me the best
results and the reasons for it.
This should give you an
example of what kinds of
things go into these decisions.
Having looked at a number of risers for Linda, I
was intrigued by the Epik; it has the Hoyt geometry of
the GMX, which I liked very much. Prior to that I got
on very well with the Hoyt Nexus with the addition
that it has an adjustment to straighten any twist in the
limbs.

“Adults are easier to match up
with a bow, juniors who are
doing well but still growing, can
be harder to advise, as it is difficult to determine how much
they will continue to grow, so
decisions like short or long riser
come into play. ”
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Acquiring the New Riser
On visiting Quicks Archery at Waterlooville I talked
with Les McPherson about buying the Epik, he said
that archers who had bought it had very pleased with
it. As with looking for sponsorship for your archers, a
good personal relationship with a shop and the staff in
it, is a great source of reliable information. Information
about products and new products coming out, can give
you and your archers a reliable source of information to
help base your selections of new equipment. Although
I went in with the intention of buying a green one, I
came out with one in ultramarine. Colour does have a
bearing on the appreciation of the equipment, if you
have a choice. If your archers are lucky enough to be
sponsored, they may have to take what they are given,
and make the best of it. Les asked if I wanted to shoot
it in their range, I declined, as I think that to shoot a

Phil and Les in Quicks Archery. Having a shop with Recurve specialists is a real boon.
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bow it needs to be aligned and fully set up. Shooting a
bow that is not fully setup properly can give a poor first
impression.
Setting It Up
On returning home, I had a good look over the riser, I
even read the instructions! Then I took it to bits so I
knew how the fittings worked. I noticed that the grip
was quite flat, unfortunately, as I have always felt that a
rounded grip profile reduces the opportunity of an
archer torquing the bow (twisting the bow to the left or
right). The bow comes with three plates to adjust the
height of the button above the shelf, as I am shooting
Easton ACE’s at the moment, I wanted to set the button to be as close to centre as possible. Although the
riser is designed to use a stick-on rest, I personally like
the Spigarelli rest, as it is robust and gives a firm platform to launch the arrow from, so I needed to modify
the bolt holding the button plate so that the rest is held
I place.
The Grip The grip was an easy one to do, I have a
Jager grip that I had modified in the past for the Nexus
and it fitted straight on. With a flat grip, archer can to
easily change their grip pressure left and right, which
can lead to wider groups. With a rounded grip the

pressure tends to stay central maintaining the groups.
Jay Barrs (Olympic gold medalist, Seoul, 1988) gave a
seminar in Scotland some years ago in his demonstration he illustrated the point by placing his palm on the
flat of the limb to show how easy it was to laterally
torque the bow, then placed his palm against the long
rod, even with deliberate rotation of his palm very little lateral torque could be applied. He further explained
that with the grip correctly modified, the pressure line
should be through the centre line of the bow and that
even when the grip is wet or slippery the relaxed palm
should stay centrally in the grip, to test the grip is correctly he suggested soap or petroleum jelly!
When I was in Norway in the 1990’s I came across
Jan Svenning, an archer who made custom wooden
grips for bows. He felt there were not enough variations to suit archer’s hands. His original grip maintained the centreline of the riser and came in seven (7!)
different heights, his second option was for a grip that
had a seven degree offset to the centreline, again at
seven different heights.
This is where checking that the centre alignment
of the bow is maintained at full draw and the grip in
the hand is such that it allows the archer be able to
Continued on the Next Page

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.
Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effectively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Here are a few grips I happened to have on hand (left). A close-up of the Hoyt GMX relatively flat grip (center) and a close-up of a Jager
grip, somewhat modified to make it more round on the top. This is now installed on my new Epik bow.

maintain a relaxed hand in all weather conditions. If
the archer has to ‘cock’ their wrist to keep their hand in
the grip, they will be torquing the bow leading to bigger groups.
Modifying grips can be daunting when you first
start, but you can always get another grip if you mess
yours up. The archer’s hand in the grip is his only contact with the bow and as every archer’s hand is different, one grip does not fit all.
Selection of Button Position Plate Ideally you would
get better balance from the limbs if you could hold the
string in the centre opposite the pivot point, but alas
the bow hand is in the way! So with the arrows I want
to shoot, ACEs with XS wings, I know that using the
lower button position, I will get clearance and be as
close as I can to the pivot point and alignment with the
centre of the string. As the riser does not come with a
bolt to secure the Spigarelli rest I want to use. I cut and
filed a bolt to fit, the head of a 5⁄16˝ bolt needs to be
filed round when using a Beiter button to give clearance with the button collar (see photo). As you can see
from the photograph the end of the rest has been cut
down so that there is no excess material to affect the
arrow leaving the bow. Although expensive, the Beiter
button is still the best on the market, as it does not wear
so the tuning setup is maintained between tuning sessions.
Checking Centreline The remainder of the setup
was initially carried out on the ironing board at home

The button plate and rest fitted and positioned.
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(see photo). Always make sure that when you set up a
bow that the limbs are not touching anything to distort
the alignment. A final check was carried out at our
range shed prior to shooting the bow. In a way, I was a
bit disappointed, as the limbs lined up perfectly both
centrally to the riser and laterally, so there were no
adjustments to be made to the setup from the shipped
riser! (I was quite looking forward to adjusting the
setup.) With this setup I found that a top rod was
required to maintain the dynamic balance. With this
riser, with the torsional adjustment pads you need to
ensure that the angle of the pads is adjusted by loosening off the lateral adjustment bolt when you adjust the
weight/tiller of the bow to ensure that the limb sits flat
on the adjustment pads, otherwise it might damage the
limb.
The Rest of It The remainder of the setup and tuning follows the routine of the earlier articles. As the
bow geometry is similar to the Nexus and GMX, I initially have set the static adjustment of the arrow position the same. Although I have only just started
shooting it, the bow feels good and only needed a little
adjustment to get the initial tuning correct. With any
new riser and setup, you may well find that the limbs
will settle in, so once you archer has shot around 1000
arrows carefully recheck all the settings and alignment
to ensure that the setup you want for the archer is
maintained.
As you know, many of your students are going to
need your help in getting their new equipment purchases into shooting shape. Plus, their choices may be
of equipment with which you are not familiar, so going
online to read the manufacturer’s setup instructions will
become a common thing to do. Do not miss out on the
teaching moment. If the new gear didn’t come with a
manual, ask your student to download one and read it
before you meet to set up their new purchase.
As suggested before, bow setup and equipment
Archery Focus

development diminishing
only makes up 10% of the
returns on effort are startwhole, 20% is technique,
ing to play a role. To
the rest is mental. But if
explain what diminishing
this 10% is not the best, it
returns means, think about
can be the other 90% will
an archer focussed upon
not work. It is the little
indoor 300 rounds. As a
things in the initial setup
rank
beginner, he/she
and quality of the equipmight have shot a score of
ment that makes the foun50 but quickly progressed
dation of the other 90%.
to scoring 100, then 150,
Equipment will not make
and even 200. Then things
an archer shoot better, but
get a bit harder and
there can be a tendency for
progress slows. Eventually
an archer to start off with
a score of 250 is had, then
a second-hand mid-range
260, 270, etc. I have told
riser, and when they get to
the story many times of my
a reasonable standard and
climb to score 300 on an
want to upgrade to a new
riser, as coach it is your An ironing board is a handy prop to hold your bow vertical as you NFAA indoor round (60
make adjustments and add accessories. On the right is the Hoyt Epik
remit to ensure that they all set up and ready to go: everything (limbs, stabilizer bowstring are arrows, 5-4-3-2-1 scordo truly upgrade the set to the centre of the bow, even the sights’s aperture as you can see. ing). I spent many weeks
equipment they have. Buying a new midrange riser is (months) struggling in the high 290s, then I had my
not a really a good use of their money, they would be breakthrough. I shot a perfect 300. The very next
better off buying a top level second-hand riser for the league night, I shot a 286, a score I attribute to my
thinking I had “made it,” confusing myself to be a consame money.
sistent 300 shooter rather than a guy who shot 300 one
time. (Once you establish you can shoot a score of 300
Steve Continues . . .
I consider it a basic truism that you can only tune as consistently in that round, the game then becomes
well as you can shoot. As your student’s ability to shoot going for a 60X-300 round.) This is an example of
goes up, so does their ability to tune. (We will address diminishing return on effort.
This pattern is quite normal: the farther you climb
this shortly for this level.) But the same can also be said
up
scoring
ladder, the more difficult it becomes to
for an archer’s equipment as they move along. They can
only get the best out of elite-level equipment as an elite make more progress. This also applies to your archer’s
equipment.
archer, for example.
Just to show you how this is done at an elite level,
USA Olympian Jake Kaminski has set up a YouTube Upgrading Equipment
channel and has posted several long videos showing If you work with young archers (I hope you do), you
him going through his process: setting up new bows, have to be careful that you don’t spend their money (as
tuning bows, testing arrows, etc. Ask your archers to Simon says, probably their parent’s money) unwisely. If
view any of those focussed on how much equipment you ask any serious archer ‘Would you like a better
Jake owns, plays with, tests, and how knowledgeable he bow? Would you like better arrows? Would you like a
is about the equipment, testing procedures, tuning pro- better bow sight?” can you imagine any of them
cedures, and his own form and execution. I suggest responding “No, I’m good”? Heck, I wouldn’t mind
viewing these videos to all ambitious archers, com- having any of those things and I shoot way less than I
pound and recurve, because what is important is the used to. Archer’s parents also don’t need coaches jackknowledge, attention to detail, work processes, and ing up their kids with the promise of better equipment.
thought processes an archer needs to acquire.
They certainly don’t need to lay out some serious
Part of becoming an elite archer (this is equivalent money only to find out that the improvement in their
to our level of 650 or higher in the Ranking Round) is youths archery is almost nonexistant. I am not a fan of
educating oneself about one’s equipment and one’s the coaching dictum to “buy the very best equipment
form and execution. And, at this point in your archer’s
Continued on the Next Page
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you can” as the original
tisements or even bow
audience for this advice
reviews, not if you want to
was budding elite archers,
be successful.
not archers on the way up.
If new arrows are in
I do know a number of
the offing, does anyone
cases where the “best
nearby have a small set
equipment”
actually
they will part with to do
derailed
an
archer’s
some testing, preferably 5progress. I recommend
6 arrows. Some arrows
that the equipment quality
work well in certain cirshould math the archer’s
cumstances and not so
quality (beginners are best
well in others. Compound
off with beginner-level
bows have the advantage
equipment, etc.)
in that they have a wide
Will
a
new
stabilizer
system
help
your
archer’s
scores?
Needless
to
say,
The focus needs to be,
range of arrows that can be
I doubt any two bows on this shooting line are sporting the same staat this point, in getting the bilizer set up. Trying even just a few of those would be an expensive shot from them. This is an
proposition.
archer involved and having
advantage, yes, but also a
them educate themselves. If they think a new bow from disadvantage. How can one test out dozens and dozens
Manufacturer X is what they need, ask them about of arrows to find out which is “best”? That would be
models made by other companies. Suggest they do both very expensive and very time consuming.
some research. Where can they shoot those bows to see
Understand that the reason that any compound bow
how they feel? I have had bows that wouldn’t sit still in can adapt to many, many arrows is the wide range of
my hand, that felt like holding the reins of a bucking draw weights those bows are adjustable within. A glance
bronco . . . and others that dropped into my shot like I at an arrow spine chart shows that for any arrow length,
was born with one in my hands. The feel of a bow is all a change of about five pounds of draw weight equates to
important. You cannot select a bow by reading adver- a different arrow spine group. If your student’s bow has

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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a 15# or greater draw weight
range, that bow has at least
four-five spine groups to
select from and just one of
those groups may include a
half dozen models of arrow
shaft. And, then there are
dozens of other arrow manufacturers!
The process I recommend is to settle on a draw
weight (if they are still growing, this is temporary) and
then choose an arrow and tune them to that bow set at
that draw weight. (For compound bows this is determined not just by draw weight, but also how aggressive
the bow’s eccentrics are. This is equivalent to how efficient a recurve bow’s limbs are.)
Once an archer is fully grown and has arrows that
support high scores, when bows are changed, I tend to
select bow specifications that fit the now “standard”
arrow of the archer. So, bows are fit to specific arrows
and arrows to specific bows. The elites are constantly
testing new stuff, looking for a small edge in performance, but also often because they have acquired an
equipment sponsor (or new equipment sponsor). An
equipment sponsor wants a supported athlete to shoot
the stuff they are selling now, not last year’s anything.

The idea is the archer is
demonstrating how good
that equipment is in supporting high level performances any time they shoot.
So, sponsored archers need
to adapt to new equipment
quite frequently, not always because they want to but
because their sponsorship obligates them to.

“As coaches we need, at this
point, to do less for archers and
ask them to do more for
themselves.”

Educating Archers
As coaches we need, at this point, to do less for archers
and ask them to do more for themselves. This has a
benefit for coaches. Athletes who can’t be bothered to
learn the required information, or can’t be bothered to
do tuning regimens between coaching sessions, etc.
have reached a limit in their involvement, which is very
telling. Coaches who try to goad archers past their own
limits of involvement are essentially guaranteed to fail.
If you can encourage and entice them to learn what is
needed, that is fine, but if they balk, well, now you
know. You know how committed they are.
This is not a slam on the archer-athletes in your
charge. This is just reality. Coaches who have goals or
Continued on the Next Page

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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wants for their athletes instead of them having goals
for themselves, are on a road to disappointment.
Archery is an individual sport and the motivation has
to come from the athlete. You can support and encourage, but the athletes have to get out of bed in the morning by themselves.
As an archer’s performance goes up and up, it
becomes harder to make decisions regarding equipment. If the archer’s knowledge and technique isn’t up
to the task, then it is even harder. If you were not yourself an elite archer (I was not, Simon was), check out
those Jake Kaminski videos to see what is involved or
go read Simon’s book The Competitive Archer to see
what must be learned and done to reach elite status.
What About Acquiring an Equipment Sponsor?
This, of course, would be very cool. Who doesn’t like
free or discounted equipment? That’s the thought that
is likely swirling through an archer’s head. But this is
not so simple. Sponsored archers don’t just get free or
discounted gear for nothing, there are also things the
sponsor expects from their sponsored archers. They
expect personal appearances, help with sales at
booths/trucks at events, use of your likeness and words
in advertisements, help with new designs and equip-

ment testing, and more. Sponsored athletes sign a contract which lists the obligations of both parties.
Still, being sponsored is way, cool, but breaking 600
in the Ranking Round is not enough to get you sponsors, unless they are from a local archery shop which
wants to help out a local archer by giving them a bit of
a discount. Being sponsored by a shop, though, is based
upon having a relationship with the staff and/or owner,
it is not something you apply for out of the blue.
Also, “you ain’t there yet,” is probably the correct
response for archers in this scoring plateau asking
about sponsorships. They haven’t separated themselves
from “the pack” to be singled out . . . yet.
Conclusion
There is lots of equipment available to archers (the
number of compound arrow rests is truly astonishing,
for example) and selecting out new/different/improved
gear becomes more difficult as progress is made. So,
this becomes more a mental topic than a physical one.
Think about whether a new arrow rest is really going to
improve someone’s rig? Really? If the old one is cheesy
and/or shows signs of wear, then. . . .
“Learn, baby, learn” is the new reality when it
comes to equipment testing (and tuning, too).

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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No w Ava ilable!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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The Roots of
International
Competition
by Hugh D.H. Soar
For the competitively minded target archer, there is
no greater goal than selection to shoot for one’s
Country. And why not!. But, how many of you have
wondered how it all began?
Some will point to the Olympic Movement and
to faint beginnings in 1900 when France and Belgium
clashed at Tir a la Perche, or to 1908, when England
entertained the Champions of France, Belgium, and
one solitary American in London. Others will mention F.I.T.A. and the 1930’s when Polish visionary, M.
Fularski saw contestants from beyond his Country
meet to shoot together.
Fewer still, though, will know of the true beginning of competitive target shooting at LeTouquet in
France during the Summer of 1904, when archers
from England, France, Belgium, and Switzerland met
in friendly competition, to begin a sequence of
‘International Meetings’ lasting until 1914, interrupted then, as with all else, by the futility of war.
It is not clear by whose initiative this first
International Meeting took place, but one name
stands tall above all others: Baron Pierre de
Coubertin, President of the ‘Comite General des
Sports’ at Le Touquet, and subsequently the power
behind the emerging modern Olympic Games.
38

Competitions at both Continental and English
distances were planned, and representatives from the
Continent met with members of the English ‘Royal
Toxophilite Society’ to iron out the details.
The Meeting was competitively designed, but its
nature and organisation on the ground was more in
keeping with an inter-club competition than an
International Event. It formed part of a much larger
French Inter-regional Meeting called ‘Le Bouquet,’
when archers from the many French Target (tir a
bercau) Societies met in Regional rivalry.
Men and women from the UK took part. The
women were particularly keen, and 27 turned out,
representing 20 English and Welsh Clubs; whilst
thirteen men from just four Clubs took part.
A Mass devoted to Saint Sebastien preceded the
shooting, and much of the attendant celebration had
religious overtones.
Here it should be recognised that these early
meetings were more of a fraternal get-together than a
direct contest. Although there was International competition, it was not direct as we know it now, but by
‘comparison,’ an alternative way which is no longer
used.
Thus, ten French and ten English archers shot 30
Archery Focus

Here is a selection of bows used in early international archery competitions. The one at the bottom is from Belgium. The next one up is French
and it is a take down bow, for which I have a spare limb.

arrows individually; the French men shooting at 50
metres, and the English at 60 yards - these distances
being familiar to each.
The event was won decisively by the French.
However in the English archers’ defence, 60 yards is
further than 50 metres by a full five yards, and this
disadvantage could be claimed in order to assuage
wounded English pride. The French were also accustomed to loosing arrows individually, where the
English customarily shot flights of three, the first
often serving as a ‘sighter’ for the other two.
There was much subsequent jollity and bonhomie
however, and the first ‘International Competition’ has
become firmly embedded in history.
The ladies meanwhile enjoyed their usual
National Round, joined by a lone French lady, a
Comtesse whose presence was enough to justify the
winner, Mrs Lewis Weedon of West Kent Archers
being acclaimed International Lady Champion and
awarded the first ever Women’s International Archery
medal.
Two years later, however, in Compeigne, France,
at a privately arranged bow meeting, Miss Alice
Legh, National British Champion, joined by a number of other female companions, engaged and decisively beat a similar team of French ladies, thus
enabling Alice to add International honours to her
native achievements.
A further two years passed before the 1908
London Olympic Games, when teams of English and
French gentlemen, accompanied by a solitary
American (their National Champion) battled it out in
both English and French Rounds, predictably each
winning their particular event.
Meanwhile English women, untroubled by forArchery Focus

eign opposition struggled through unhelpful weather
to produce an Olympic Champion in Sybil Fenton
(Queenie) Newall. Alice Legh, who would almost
certainly have won, chose to concentrate on retaining
her National Title at the forthcoming National
Meeting , something she successfully achieved.
The proto-International Meetings continued
intermittently until interrupted by the First World
War; the 1914 Meeting being distinguished as the
first occasion that contestants shot a ‘special’ Metric
Round in direct competition. Teams of five men and
five women from England engaged with five men
from France at 28 metres, each archer shooting one
arrow at a time at a five zone, sixteen inch diameter
target.
Predictably perhaps the French out shot both
English Teams, the English men suffering the indignity of defeat by both French men and English ladies!
Final scores were: French 435, English ladies 352,
English men 330.
Following the 1918 Armistice, recovery of
archery was slow and fifteen years were to pass before
international competition was again contemplated.
This time the initiative came not from France, but
from Poland. In September 1931 the first
International Congress was convened in Lwow.
Delegates attending represented seven countries:
France, Czechoslovakia, Sweden, Poland, U.S.A,
Hungary, and Italy. A cautious telegram from
England indicated interest in the new formed
Federation. Thus it was that with enthusiasm stimulated, arrangements for the first Archery World
Championships took shape. This took place at Lwow
with twenty-one archers from the four founding
Continued on the Next Page
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All of the competitiors and officials from the 1931 World Championships. Photo from “History of the Federation Internationale De Tir a
L’arc, 1931-1961” by Robert Rhode

countries, Poland (13), France (4), Sweden (1) and
Czechoslovakia (3) took part, Men and women shot
together at 50, 40 and 30 metres. Poland’s Michel
Sawicki became the first Champion of the World,
whilst France took honours at the Team Event.
Now, deeply embedded in ancient Polish archery
tradition is ‘Cockerel shooting;’ the victor being
awarded a golden cockerel hanging from a chain and
given the title ‘King Cock.’ It was deemed appropriate by the organisers that this revered event should
form part of the occasion and with proper ceremony
the gentlemen duly took part in its first, and last,
International appearance.
The target was a ringed cockerel with a golden
centre; the arrow nearest to this deciding the winner,
- this proved to be Sweden’s Emil Heilborn. Duly
crowned ‘King Cock’ he was applauded lustily by the
gentlemen and, with rather more restraint by the
ladies.
The Inaugural Meeting being deemed successful,
preparations were made for the second, to be held in
1932 at Warsaw. Here, 24 competitors from five
countries took part, Belgium providing the
40

Champion in Laurent Reth, and Poland winning the
Team Event. At this the 40 metre distance was
replaced by 70 metres. This was the last occasion that
men and women shot together.
In order to retain the simplicity of International
shooting, and with the increasing use of bow sights,
particularly in the UK and US, at this Meeting a
motion was passed prohibiting the use of ‘optical
sighting devices’ as well as accessories or attachments
on bows, arrows(!) or strings, a thorny subject that was
to remain a bone of contention as years passed.
The third (1933) International Meeting was held
in London. This was notable on two counts; the
introduction of a 90 metre distance for the men, and
the separation of women competitors; thus providing
for the first time a male and a female Champion of
the World in the persons of Donald Mackenzie, U.S.
and Janina Kurkowska, Poland.
Time passed, with ‘sighting’ matters simmering
away. In 1946 it was approved that a line or mark
might be drawn on the belly of the bow, whilst in
1950 artificial ‘points of aim’ on the ground were
allowed; a motion by the UK in 1952 banning them
Archery Focus

at International Tournaments was set for discussion in 1953 but was subsequently withdrawn.
Some huffing and chuffing about the
heights of these points of aim was finally settled,
and then in 1956, the sighting question was
eventually solved. Succumbing to mounting
pressure Congress decided as follows: Pinsights.
Simple bowsights other than dioptric i.e. those
embodying a lens or prism, are now allowed, as
are attachments on the bow-string. Drawcheck
indicators were also approved. Some thirty years
after its introduction and use in mainstream
archery circles the bow-sight had finally gained
international recognition!
Meanwhile, equipment had moved on. The
appearance of Swedish steel bows in 1934 began
the gradual phasing out of traditional wooden
weapons, as competitive archers moved to new
and more sophisticated technology. In 1949,

English steel weapons appeared, although perhaps not as reliable as their Scandinavian counterparts; the 1950 International Meeting was
marked by breakage of seven – one longbow also
broke.
The steel bow had a comparatively short life,
being replaced during the 1950’s by composite
weapons of wood and fibreglass or Bakelite. But,
that’s another story.

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of
archery. Uh, like “Be positive!” and “Never
describe how they are doing it wrong, describe
how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve
Ruis ran into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first extensive collection of
coaching prionciples for archery coaches, with
explanations.
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is
a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not just on the shooting of arrows out of
bows but on how to coach people to do that
better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Thye Principles of Coaching Archery, Vol 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)
Archery Focus
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

Getting Serious:
More Help with
Stabilizers is Needed
Part of Archery Coach Fundamentals by AER
Back in Issue 17-3 we addressed the topic of
stabilizers, primarily how they worked, and how to get
started using one. It seems that it is time to expand on
that beginning. (Go ahead, go back and read that article again, this is one of the reasons why you get access
to all of the back issues with your subscription.)
In addition please go read the “archers” piece on
stabilizers as it is too long to encapsulate here. Here we
are going to focus in on how you, as a coach, can help
archers wend their way through a forest of stabilizers.
More Stabilizers, More, Please
It seems to us that many novice archers, young and old,
rush to make their equipment look like the “good
archers’” stuff. This is especially true of young archers
whose moms and dads are archers. The problem with
doing this is that such additional accessories may not
help and might just hurt
their progress in archery.
Each new accessory changes
how their bow feels and
needs to be adjusted and
tested. If they do not shoot quite well yet, they may not
be able to notice that there is no improvement in their
archery from the addition of the XYZ Gizmo.
These accessories only make small differences in
their results and if they really want positive attention
for their skill as an archer, practicing and refining their
form will probably pay off more than fiddling with
their equipment.
That being said, you will probably not make many

friends if you pooh-pooh each student-archer’s desire
to add something to their kit. So let’s look at how you
can help.
Getting Fitted
One of the areas archers need the most help is with
their archery purchases. The archery marketplace is
bewildering to even many seasoned archers, so it is
especially so for novices and beginner-to-intermediate
archers. If you prove valuable helping with these purchases, your opinion on subsequent ones will become
more and more impactful. Besides, trying to help an
archer is always one of the better things to do.
Fitting Long Rods Short stabilizers are limited in
length by rule, but long rods are not, so let’s look at
long rod fitting.
An easy way to measure
a student up for a long rod is
to have them hold their bow
at their side, string up. Have
them allow it to hang as far
as it will, but their hand
should be in the bow as it is
when shooting. Then measure from the stabilizer boss
to the floor/ground. Add an inch to this length: this is
a good first estimate on what length of long rod to start
on. If your archer is still growing, add another inch. If
the long rod your are shopping for doesn’t come in that
length, err on the long side, but not 5˝-6˝ long as that
will be unwieldy.
As to how much the rod weighs: lighter is better

“Many novice archers, young
and old, rush to make their
equipment look like the ‘good
archers’’ stuff. ”
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(stiffer is better,
“adjustable” as to the
too). The rule of
angle. For compound
thumb is a lighter
archers, “one side only
weight farther out has
blocks” are available, but
a greater stabilizing effect
you can just use an ordithan more weight closer
nary dual rod block also.
in. There are now some
The V-bars themselves
carbon fiber long rods that
come in various lengths,
are not too expensive, that
sort of small, medium, and
are lightweight and quite
large. If your student is
stiff, too. If on a tight budfairly short in height, they
get, an archer can look for
should get the short side
a used rod or a less expen- V-bars do their best work in that fraction of a second when the arrow rods. If they are fairly tall
sive aluminum one. Some is leaving the bow and the only contact with the bow is the archer’s in height, recommend
bow hand. (Photo Courtesy of Andy Macdonald)
very gaudy scores were
they get the long side rods.
shot using aluminum stabilizers. Don’t fall for the “car- If in the middle, have them get the mediums. If an
bon is like bacon: it makes everything better” rule.
adjustable block is used, the angle the rod makes with
With regard to rod “end weights” we recommend the bow tunes the effective length of the rod.
they start with none, maybe just a plastic cap to protect
To fit them, they need to be attached to the bow
the threads on the end of the rod. If the rod comes with and your archer needs to shoot some to adjust to the
end weights, they can be just taken off (and put in a new feel. After this “break in” period, you need to ask
Baggie, labeled and dated!) and added later when your them how the bow feels. If they pay attention, they will
archer is feeling experimental or just stronger.
notice whether the bow tends to react left, right, up, or
Fitting Side Rods Side bars and V-bars themselves down. If they do not notice, have them shoot some
come in a number of variations. V-bar blocks (the arrows blind bale, specifically asking them to pay attenblock the side rods screw into) can be “fixed” or tion to how stable the bow feels at full draw and which

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches
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way the bow tends to move when the shot is loosed.
Angling the side bar or bars downward moves the
weight distribution from back to front. So, if they feel
like the bow is “rolling back” in their hand more (or less
forward, these things are relative) then the bow is back
heavy and weight needs to me moved forward. Angling
the side bar(s) down will fine tune this. Adding weight
to the tip of the long rod would be the most affective
way to move weight forward (so removing it is the
most effective way to move weight back). What you
want to be leery of is adding a bit of weight on the end
of this side rod, then a bit more on the end of the long
rod, then a little weight on the other rod, . . . ; this can
lead you to a bow that is much heavier than before,
something that might not be desirable (see the other
article as to why).
To get a feel for how the bow is balanced, try hanging it from a hook or loop of cord so it can hang freely.
You will eventually develop an “eye” for how a bow that
is balanced well hangs. One with too much weight forward will hang with the long rod at an angle that looks
“too steep.” One that has too much weight to the rear
will hang with the long rod too flat to the floor/ground.
From behind the bow, the bow should hang straight up
and down, if it doesn’t then weighting or angling of the
side rods needs to be adjusted. (This is the only reason
for a single side rod on a compound bow.)

Testing, Testing, Testing
We have recommended over and over that when
anything new is added to a bow (or the accessories
jacked up and a new bow put inside of them), the new
rig needs to be tested against the old. Notes need to be
taken regarding the arrangement of the “old rig” and
some measures of how it performs need to be had
(group sizes and round scores seem to work best). Then
the “new rig” needs to be set up, adjusted, and tuned
and tested in the same way. This is what serious competitive archers do.
Having said this, don’t beat this approach like a
rented mule. A little bit goes a long way, here. Your first
goal is to establish that “this is the way things are
done.” You are not trying to establish that this is the
best equipment setup in all of the world for your archer.
U.S. archer Jake Kaminski has set up a YouTube channel and has made some very useful videos in which he
walks through setting up new equipment and testing it.
He is an elite archer and has worked out how best to do
those tasks for him. You will also see the amount of
equipment he acquires and tests, looking for small
improvements in his performance. The amount of
effort is amazing. Do not try to emulate this as your
students are nowhere near ready yet.
Bare shaft tuning works well ( Jake uses it). Simple
testing routines that can be done in a single practice
session (or between lessons) should be the goal.

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey.
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Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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AER Articles for Archers

Getting Serious:
More on Stabilizers
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
Back in Issue 17-3 we addressed the topic of
stabilizers, primarily how they worked and how to get
started using one. It seems that it is time to expand on
that beginning. (Go ahead, go back and read that article again if you want, this is one of the reasons why
you get access to all of the back issues with your subscription.)
What prompted this topic was that we are seeing
more and more fairly young archers loading up their
bows with a full set of stabilizers and back weights.
This often adds even more mass to bows that are too
heavy in the first place. Archery requires that you hold
up roughly 5-8 pounds of bow and accessories at full
draw. Some of this weight is born, believe it or not, by
the draw arm (that’s right,
the draw arm). You are
holding the bow on the
bottom half (the usual center of the bow is at the
deepest point of the grip,
the “pivot point”). The
draw pull then acts like the
cable on an old style crane.
Pull on the cable and the
crane arm tilts up, along
with anything attached to it. The draw arm can hold
anywhere up to half of the weight of the bow and
accessories. The problem comes when you let the
bowstring go. The entire weight of the bow has to be
held up by your bow arm at that point. If the bow
drops down even a small fraction of an inch before the
arrow is gone . . . it is a miss.

For young archers, and for older archers who
haven’t much upper arm strength, having a bow that
is too heavy is a form . . . and score . . . killer. So, how
can you tell if your bow is too heavy for you? Good
question. Here’s a simple test that will help answer it:
Bow Too Heavy? Test
Hold your bow out in normal position (as if you were at
full draw but just with the bow arm) and slowly (yes,
slowly) count to five (1 . . . 2 . . . 3 . . . ). If the bow drops
or you find yourself straining to hold it up, the bow is too
heavy for you . . . now.
Of course, at the other end of the spectrum, as
mentioned in last issue’s article, upper arm strength is
something that can be increased with a little training.

“We are seeing more and more
fairly young archers loading up
their bows with a full set of stabilizers and back weights. This
often adds even more mass to
bows that are too heavy in the
first place.”
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More Stabilizers,
More, Please
There are a number of
things you can do to
improve your stabilization.
In the previous article we
mentioned that the role of
stabilizers is to help you be
steady and still at full draw.
They have a second function now and that is to absorb leftover vibration from
shots. Since the arrow typically carries away about
three quarters of the energy of the drawn bow, the rest
stays in the bow to be shared, mostly with you. Some
of the energy shows up as sound in your ears (the
thrum of the bowstring) but most of it results in
Continued on the Next Page
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archers test everything, so
vibrations that go
they may have tried all three
into the archer
lengths with different angle
through the only conand weight combinations.
tact you have with the
Save that for when you have
bow, your bow arm. This
become an elite archer.)
vibration can make your bow
Side rods also come with
arm tired faster than normal,
“end weights” that screw onto
so it is nice to be able to divert
the other end of the side rod.
it. Vibration dampeners are
We suggest you start with no
designed to allow the vibraend weight at all, just a plastic
tion to wiggle away in rubbery
cap to protect the threads of
bits, turning that vibration
the rod. Weights can be added
into heat, instead of bow arm
The purpose of the V-bars is to make the bow steadier to
to adjust the front-to-back
fatigue.
hold and shoot. Most people use a V-bar block, two side
rods and a short extender in additon to the long rod.
weight distribution of the
These dampeners can be
integral parts of a stabilizer, or that can be added on bow. Some bows feel like the top limb is going to rock
back and hit you in the head. Some feel like they are
as separate accessories.
For Recurve Archers Many up and coming going to rock forward so fast that it will fall out of
Recurve archers want to add V-bars (see photo) to their your hand. What is desired is a weight balance that
bows because all of the cool archers use them. But you do not feel like you are fighting to keep steady
please realize they aren’t required. U.S. elite archer and which rolls forward gently upon release of the
Butch Johnson competed in five Olympic Games bow string.
Why Do They Work? If you take a bow with a long
(winning a gold and a bronze) and did not use V-bars,
just a long rod stabilizer. So, if your bow is borderline rod attached and try to waggle or shift the bow left to
too heavy, skip the V-bars for now, try them later right and back, you will find the long rod makes this
harder. The harder to move something is, the more
when you get stronger.
Will V-Bars Have an Effect? This is a question you still it will be.
If you do that same experiment and try to waggle
need to answer yourself as no one can answer it for
you. Bolting something onto your bow because it or shift the bow up and down, you will find the long
looks cool will give you a short-term return on your rod also makes this harder.
What the long rod doesn’t do to stabilize your
investment. But shortly they will be ordinary. And
they take time to attach and detach every time you aim is prevent the bow being rotated along the long
shoot. What if you found out they actually made your axis of the long rod, nor does it prevent the bow movscores worse? (They could do this simply by tipping ing along that same axis, in and out. Since ordinary
your bow over from “almost too heavy” to actually “too archery form (bow at the end of a straight arm, being
heavy.”) This is something you need to confirm by pulled straight back) doesn’t allow much movement of
testing because otherwise you wouldn’t know. The the bow along the long rod’s axis (in and out), the only
most common tests are to check your group sizes at a thing than needs hampering is the rotation around
number of distances (smaller is better) and, obviously, the long axis of the stabilizer. Now can you see what
your scores (larger is better). This must be done with the side rods are doing?
The side rods can also contribute to the vibration
and without the V-bars, of course.
How Are They Adjusted? Side bars and V-bar dampening effort with built-in or added-on dampenblocks themselves come in a number of variations. V- ers.
For Compound Archers Many up and coming
bars (the block the side rods screw into) can be “fixed”
or “adjustable” as to the angle the side rods make with Compound archers want to add a single side bar (see
the bow. Probably a simple fixed V-bar is best to start photo) to their bows because all of the cool archers use
with. Also, the V-bars come in various lengths, sort of them. They may also want to add a “back weight” to
small, medium, and large. If you are fairly short in their bows. Since compound bows are heavier than
height, get the short side rods. If you are fairly tall in recurve bows, the caution regarding making a bow too
height, get the long side rods. If in the middle, get the heavy goes doubly here. If your bow is borderline too
mediums. That should start you off right. (Elite heavy, skip the side bar for now, and don’t even think
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about a back weight. Try
on your sight
them later when you get
marks.
The
stronger.
weight
added
Will They Have an
makes the bow hardEffect? This is a question
er to move due to inertia
you need to answer.
(look it up) and therefore
Bolting something onto
the bow moves less in the
your bow because it looks
critical 10-20 milliseccool will give you a shortonds it takes the arrow to
term buzz, but shortly
be launched from the
they will be ordinary. And
bow. The hope is that this
they take time to attach
actually makes one’s
and detach every time you
groups smaller, but if a
This compound archer is using a single side rod to balance out the
shoot. What if you found heavier arrow rest and bow sight used on compound bows. A little back weight makes a bow
out they actually made weight moved away from the bow is more effect than more weight “too heavy,” it may make
attached directly, plus it moves it out of the way.
your scores worse? (They
them bigger. (Which is
could simply by tipping your bow over from “almost why we always have to check.)
too heavy” to “too heavy.”) This is something you need
The side bar is added to help keep your bow
to confirm by testing. The most common tests are to straight up and down at full draw (the back weight
check your group sizes at a number of distances helps with this too because it attaches below your
(smaller is better) and, obviously, your scores (larger is hand). Both the arrow rest and bow sight are attached
better). This must be done with and without the side opposite the sight window of your bow. Since combar, of course.
pound accessories tend to be heavier (and sturdier)
Continued on the Next Page
Just putting on a back weight will have an affect

Are you tired from trying not to suck?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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than recurve accessories this makes your bow a little
“right heavy” (for right-handed archers, the reverse for
lefties). The side rod is attached to the other side of
the bow to balance out these two heavy accessories.
There are even jigs make to make this balancing more
exact (see AFm 17-6 for a review of one such).
How Are They Adjusted? Side bars and V-bars
themselves come in a number of variations. V-bars
(the block the side rods screw into) can be “fixed” or
“adjustable” as to the angle. Probably a simple fixed Vbar is best to start with. Then the V-bars come in various lengths, sort of small, medium, and large. If you
are fairly short in height, get the short side rods. If
you are fairly tall in height, get the long side rods. If
in the middle, get the mediums. If an adjustable block
is used, the angle the rod makes with the bow tunes
the effective length of the rod. (This is recommended
for compound applications.)
Side rods come with “end weights” that screw
onto the other end of the side rod (or can be purchased to add on). We suggest you start with no end
weight at all, just a plastic cap to protect the threads
of the rod. Weights can be added to adjust the frontto-back weight distribution of the bow. Some bows
feel like the top limb is going to rock back and hot
you in the head. Some feel like they are going to rock

forward and fall out of your hand. What is desired is
a weight balance that you do not feel like you are
fighting to keep your bow steady and your bow rolls
forward gently upon release of the bow string.
Note This is different if you are using a short stabilizer in a shooting category other than Compound
Freestyle/Unlimited.
The Bottom Line
It seems to us that many novice archers, young and
old, rush to make their equipment look like the “good
archers’” stuff. This is especially true of young archers
whose moms and dads are archers. The problem with
doing this is that such additional accessories may not
help and might just hurt your progress as an archer.
Each new accessory changes how your bow feels and
needs to be adjusted and tested. If you do not shoot
real well yet, you may not be able to notice that there
is no improvement in your archery from the addition
of the XYZ Gizmo or, worse, that there may be a
slight worsening of your results.
These accessories only make small differences in
your results and if you really want positive attention
for your skill as an archer, practicing and refining your
form will probably pay off more than fiddling with
your equipment, at least for now.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.

A ll Titles A v ailable on Amazo n.co m
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